Safe Drive Certification
Toyota Gibraltar Stockholdings (TGS) Training Department has been working for more than 20 years providing
different types of technical training for the aid sector. We collaborated with Bioforce Institut and Fleet Forum to
work on a specific course that recognises the competencies of a driver working in the aid sector.

Bioforce is one of the leading institutes in Europe
specialised in the professionalised competencies for
aid workers since 1983. For the last 16 years, TGS has
been involved in different training sessions for the
Logisticians and Program Managers as participants
following the courses at Bioforce. We have been
involved in the technical training, mechanical,
off-road driving, recovery and fleet management.
Bioforce has been involved with the Quality
Assessment & Learning Centre (QALC) created
specifically for the aid sector. The objective of the

QALC is to create recognised, quality assured
standards for humanitarian learning and
assessment.
In November 2016, Fleet Forum conducted a survey
with some of the Global Fleet Managers in the aid
sector to help to define the main competencies of
a driver for the humanitarian community. Bioforce,
Fleet Forum and TGS collaborated further and this
led to TGS formulating a course with competencies
for a professional driver in the aid sector.

Separate to the Safe Drive Certification, the
collaboration centre was working on the creation of
these standards that took place from 2017 to 2019.
This program included Bioforce, RedR UK and
Pearson. They have been working and collaborating
to contribute two main documents of the HPass
strategic goals. Bioforce has been part of this
project and has been recognised as a centre that
delivers quality training courses following the HPass
principles.

TGS designed a specific course including some of
the main driver competencies. For the last 2 years,
TGS has gone through all the process to be
evaluated and certified a HPass. Bioforce had also
participated to engineer the course criteria and
evaluation process.
Today, the Safe Drive Training that TGS delivers is
certified by Bioforce Institut and acquires the HPass
criteria, in partnership with the Bioforce Institut.

For more details please contact the TGS Technical Training Department on +350 200 59165
or email technical.training@toyota-gib.com
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